Rose Catalog 2016
Rose
Rose, Climbing 'Above All' own root

Salmon-orange

Moderate, floral vintage rose fragrance

Full sun

3 1/2"-4" wide blooms

10'-14' tall

SP-F
10' wide

An improvement on the classic 'Westerland', with additional petals, more flowers per cluster, and a larger flower production! Salmony orange flowers have a nice fruity fragrance. Good winter hardiness and disease
resistance.

Rose, Climbing 'Climbing Iceberg'
KSU Easy Care Rose

Cool white

Mild fragrance

Full sun

3" wide blooms

LSP-SU
8'-12' tall

3'-4' wide

A rugged white climber with beautiful and mildly fragrant cool white blooms that open to large double roses. Truly vigorous and hardy, this rose will bloom throughout the summer on dark green foliage. Blooms on old
wood. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Climbing 'Crimson Sky' own root

Fire engine red

Light apple fragrance

Full sun

4"-4 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-SU
8'-12' tall

4'-6' wide

This fire engine red climber will make a vibrant statement in the garden. Its abundant flowers do not fade. The large double flowers have a light apple fragrance. Dark green foliage.

Rose, Climbing 'Don Juan'

Dark red

Heavy rose fragrance

Full sun

5” wide blooms

ESU-F
8’-10' tall

3’-5’ wide

Long pointed buds open to deep velvety red flowers. Blooms on new and old wood.

Rose, Climbing 'Dublin Bay'
KSU Easy Care Rose

Clear red

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

3"-4" wide blooms

LSP-F
8'-10' tall

3'-5' wide

Large, fully double clear, true red flowers will open in cool weather or in the heat. The flowers have a moderate fruity fragrance. Blooms on new and old wood. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Climbing 'Fourth of July'
KSU Easy Care Rose

Velvety red and bright white

Light fresh cut apple and sweet rose fragrance

Full sun

2" wide blooms

8'-14' tall

LSP-SU
3'-6' wide

An explosion of eye-popping color for the landscape is just the beginning of the festivities ahead from this fragrant climber. You'll get a bang out of the big sprays of long-lasting, 2" wide, semi-double blossoms with yellow
stamens. Each flower is unique with its velvety red background irregularly striped with bright white. The flowers have a light fragrance of fresh cut apple and sweet rose! And the fireworks just seem to keep coming because
it blooms and reblooms readily in the very first year! Remove spent blossoms to encourage the best rebloom. Blooms on old and new wood. Glossy deep green foliage, superb vigor, and good hardiness complete the
picture.

Rose, Climbing 'Garden Sun'

Apricot-orange

Slight fragrance

Full sun

3"-4" wide blooms

LSP-SU
10'-12' tall

4'-6' wide

A superb rose with great disease resistance and wonderful winter hardiness. A very prolific bloomer, with slightly fragrant, bright blooms that hold well in the heat as well as in the vase. Glossy, medium green foliage.

Rose, Climbing 'Joseph's Coat'

Red-orange to yellow-orange

Strong fruity fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

SP-F
8'-12' tall

6' wide

Among the most popular climbing roses, 'Joseph's Coat', produces a continuous kaleidoscope of red-orange, yellow, carmine, and yellow-orange fragrant blooms for cutting. A natural climber that is best used on fences or
arbors. Blooms on new and old wood (prune yearly to promote new growth).
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Rose
Rose, Climbing 'Raspberry Cream Twirl' own root

Deep pink and white

Light green apple fragrance

NEW

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-EF
10'-12' tall

4'-5' wide

This is the first striped climber with a classic rose exhibition-type flower that is deep pink, splashed and striped with cool white. The exquisite blooms are large, very full, and cup-like. The foliage is very glossy, dark green,
dense, and leathery. It is also one of the first striped climbers to have better than average disease resistance. The striping is very consistent and can be noticed even from a distance. The 3 1/2" wide flowers have a slight
green apple scent, and bloom from late spring to early fall.

Rose, Climbing 'Zephirine Drouhin'

Deep rose

Strong raspberry fragrance

Part to full sun

3½”-4” wide blooms

ESU-F
6’-12’ tall

3’-5’ wide

Large flowers on nearly thornless stems throughout the season. From 1868.

Rose, English 'Boscobel'

Rich salmon-pink

Medium-strong myrrh fragrance, with hints of elderflower, pear, and
almond

Part to full sun

2"-3" in clusters wide blooms

3'-5' tall

SP-F

2'-4' wide

Boscobel' bears beautifully formed flowers of rich salmon coloring. They commence as red buds which open at first to pretty cups, gradually developing into perfectly formed blooms of classic rosette formation. The
numerous small petals are of varying shades, mingling to provide a most pleasing effect.

Rose, English 'Claire Austin' own root

Creamy white

Strong, myrrh with vanilla fragrance

Part to full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

4 1/2'-8' tall

LSP-EF
3' wide

Pretty pale lemon buds open to reveal large, 3 1/2" wide, creamy white, deeply cupped flowers. They have a strong myrrh fragrance. It forms an elegant, arching shrub with plentiful, medium-green foliage. A strong and
particularly healthy variety. It can also be grown as a climbing rose. Named for David Austin's daughter, Claire.

Rose, English 'Darcey Bussell' own root

Rich crimson

Strong fruity with hints of green fragrance

Part to full sun

4" wide blooms

3' tall

LSP-F
2' wide

One of the best red English Roses. When the flowers are young, their outer petals form a perfect ring around an inner cup; gradually opening out to form a perfect rosette. The color is a deep rich crimson that takes on a
tinge of mauve just before the petals drop. The flowers have a pleasing, fruity fragrance with hints of green. Very healthy, compact, free-flowering plants.

Rose, English 'Gertrude Jekyll' own root

Deep pink

Powerful Damask rose fragrance

Part to full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
6' tall

3' wide

Large, well-filled rosettes are a rich, deep warm pink. Repeat bloomer.

Rose, English 'Golden Celebration' own root

Golden yellow, striped pink

Strong fruity tea rose fragrance

Part to full sun

5" wide blooms

LSP-F
5' tall

3' wide

Giant, cupped blooms of golden yellow, striped with pink. An enchanting, strong and delicious scent of tea, citrus, honey and strawberries. Superb garden performance. Dark green foliage. One of David Austin's favorite
roses.

Rose, English 'Graham Thomas' own root

Rich pure yellow

Strong Tea Rose fragrance

Part to full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
4' tall

3'-5' wide

Large, unusually rich, pure yellow, cup-shaped flowers have a strong Tea fragrance. Vigorous and healthy plants. Benefits from summer pruning (after the initial flowering, cut back the stems by 18" to 2', leaving two or
three leaves of the current season's growth on each stem. This helps to maintain a nice shrubby shape and encourage quicker repeat blooming). 'Graham Thomas' has been voted the World's Favorite Rose!
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Rose
Rose, English 'Heathcliff'

Deep crimson

Tea rose with a mixture of old rose & cedar wood fragrance

Part to full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

4' tall

LSP-F

4' wide

It has large, fully double flowers of deep rosette shape. A healthy variety with a rather upright growth habit.

Rose, English 'Jubilee Celebration'

Pink with highlights of gold on
the underside of the petals

Very strong fruity rose with hints of lemon and raspberry fragrance

Part to full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

4' tall

LSP-F

4' wide

This rose was named in honor of Queen Elizabeth II's Golden Jubilee. Large, 3 1/2" wide, domed, lovely rich salmon-pink flowers with highlights of gold on the underside of the petals. The blooms are held well above the
semi-glossy dark green foliage and are produced with exceptional freedom and continuity. Very strong fruity rose fragrance with hints of lemon and raspberry. Winner of several awards. We saw this rose at the David
Austin rose garden in the United Kingdom in 2002, and are excited to finally get to offer this rose to you!

Rose, English 'Lady of Shalott'

Rich orange-red to salmon-pink

Strong apple, clove, and tea fragrance

Part to full sun

3" wide blooms

4' tall

LSP-EF
3'-5' wide

This highly disease resistant rose is an ideal rose for a new English Rose lover. The buds are a rich orange-red, changing to salmon-pink on the upper side of the petals with a golden yellow reverse. The chalice shaped, 3"
wide flowers mean that the undersides of the petals are clearly seen, revealing glimpses of the deeper color in the heart of the bloom. The flowers have a strong apple, clove, and spice fragrance. Forms a large, bushy shrub
with slightly arching stems. The leaves have slightly bronzed tones when young.

Rose, English 'Munstead Wood'

Light crimson to deep velvety
crimson

Strong Old Rose, fruity fragrance

Part to full sun

3" wide blooms

LSP-EF
3' tall

30" wide

The flowers are a light crimson in the bud, but as the center gradually reveals itself, it becomes a very deep velvety crimson white the outer petals remain rather lighter in color. The flowers are of large size and cupped at
first, becoming shallowly cupped with time. As the flower ages, we get glimpses of the stigma and stamens amongst the petals. The growth is quite bushy, forming a broad shrub with good disease resistance. The flowers
have a strong Old Rose fragrance with a fruity note.

Rose, English 'Olivia Rose Austin'

Soft pink

Strong fruity fragrance

NEW

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-EF
3 1/2' tall

3' wide

This rose is named by David Austin, after his granddaughter, so it has to be something rather special! David Austin believes this is possibly the best rose that he has introduced to date! Its flowers are of beautiful Old Rose
formation, commencing as prettily cupped buds and gradually opening to become shallowly cupped rosettes of 3 1/2" across, being attractive at all stages. The color is a lovely soft shade of pink and it has a strong, pleasing
fragrance with distinct fruity tints. The growth is vigorous and it repeat-flowers well, from late spring until fall. Shiny, dark green, and disease resistant foliage. One of the most disease-resistant of all the David Austin
English Roses.

Rose, English 'Pat Austin'

Copper

Strong Old Rose fragrance

NEW

Full sun

4" wide blooms

LSP-F
3 1/2'-4' tall

3' wide

Rosette blossoms are bright copper inside with a pale copper-yellow outside. The 4" to 4 1/2" wide blooms are large and deeply cupped, the contrasting colors giving a most attractive effect. The flowers have a strong warm
tea/clove fragrance. The blooms nod gracefully from the strong, elegantly arching growth, which is in proportion with the large flowers, showing them off to perfection. Repeat blooms from late spring to fall. Named after
David Austin's late wife, who was an accomplished sculptress.

Rose, English 'The Poet's Wife'

Strong yellow

Rich with strong lemon fragrance

NEW

Full sun

4 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-EF
4' tall

3 1/2' wide

A superb rose with 4 1/2" wide flowers of an unfading, strong yellow. In bloom from late spring until fall. Their formation is most pleasing, having a neat outer ring of petals enclosing an informal group of petals within. The
flowers have a rich fragrance with strong lemon tints at first, becoming sweeter and stronger with age. Shiny, medium green foliage has excellent disease resistance. Low, naturally rounded growth habit, making it perfect
towards the front of the border.
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Rose, Floribunda 'Angel Face'

Clear medium lavender blushes
ruby

Strong citrus fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

ESU-LSU
4'-5' tall

3' wide

Since its introduction in 1969, Angel Face has become a mainstay and highlight in many rose gardens because of its low, bushy habit, unusual color and strong fragrance. The double, well-formed blooms of clear, medium
lavender flash blushes of ruby on their ruffled petal edges, at the same time perfuming the air with the scent of sweet citrus flowers. Leathery foliage is glossy dark green. The flowers are presented in large clusters and
make good cuts, lasting for days in a vase.

Rose, Floribunda 'Belinda's Dream' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Medium pink

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
2'-3' tall

3' wide

Fully double, old-fashioned medium pink flowers atop very disease-resistant foliage; this rose thrives in hot, humid summers with no sign of black spot; moderate fruity fragrance. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care
Rose".

Rose, Floribunda 'Burgundy Iceberg' own root

Deep purple-red burgundy with
cream reverse

Mild honey fragrance

Full sun

3"-4" wide blooms

ESU-MF
3 1/2' tall

3 1/2' wide

Performs exactly like its famous parent, 'Iceberg', in every way (except bloom color)- the same terrific flower production, bushy habit, showy clusters of lovely buds and flowers, glossy green foliage, and nearly thornless
stems. The painted deep purple-red burgundy double 3" to 4" flowers with a creamy reverse seem to always be in bloom! The blooms will be darkest in cool weather. The flowers have a mild honey fragrance.

Rose, Floribunda 'Chihuly'

Apricot-yellow, orange, and
deep red

Mild tea fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
2 1/2'-3' tall

3' wide

Named after America's famous glass artist, Dale Chihuly, this rose has impeccable style and an ever-changing array of flashy colors. As the sun hits the opening petals, they blush from subtly-striped apricot-yellow to dazzling
orange and deep red, producing a remarkable display against the deep, dark green leaves and mahogany-red new growth. The flowers have a mild tea fragrance

Rose, Floribunda 'Colorific'

Salmon and scarlet

Mild fruity fragrance

Full sun

5" wide blooms

SP-F
4'-4 1/2' tall

3'-4' wide

A showstopper for sure! Big pointed buds swirl open to show off seductive shades of peach, coral, and salmon. But the color display doesn't stop there. The sun "suntans" each petal... blushing them into deeper tones of
orange, scarlet, and burgundy. Long, strong stems make it a great addition to any cutting garden. And, the clean deep green, glossy leaves are lovely in the landscape, too. Flowerful, colorful, and wonderful- all wrapped up
in one nifty rose.

Rose, Floribunda 'Day Breaker'

Yellow, apricot, and pink blend

Moderate tea rose fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

ESU-F
4'-5' tall

3' wide

Multi-pastel-colored blooms open non-stop throughout the season, providing plenty of 4" wide blooms for season-long bouquets. Petite clusters open yellow, then mature to an apricot and pink blend. The flowers have a
moderate tea rose fragrance. The glossy dark green foliage has superb disease resistance.

Rose, Floribunda 'Distant Drums'
KSU Easy Care Rose

Bronzy washing to orchid-pink
and lavender

Moderate myrrh fragrance

Full sun

3"-4" wide blooms

LSP-EF
3'-4' tall

3' wide

This hardy, vigorous shrub, nicely clothed in dark green, disease resistant foliage, can take the weather and produces an outstanding floral display. Fully double, cupped, 3" to 4" wide blooms are an unusual, difficult-todescribe color. The bronzy centers with outer orchid-pink petals that shade to lavender at the edges. Each stem holds its own bouquet of big, ruffled flowers. This rare beauty has a heady, myrrh fragrance. One of Griffith
Buck's best introductions.
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Rose, Floribunda 'Doris Day'

Rich yellow

Light fruity fragrance

Full sun

4"-6" wide blooms

SP-F
3'-4' tall

3'-4' wide

Just like its namesake, this rose has got "star quality" for certain! Clusters of bright golden yellow blooms shine like beacons in the landscape, beckoning you to draw near for a close-up look and smell! No need to get too
close, though- the strong fruity fragrance that wafts from the gently ruffled blooms can be admired even from a distance. Deep green, disease resistant foliage covers the rounded bushes and provides the perfect backdrop
for the 4" to 6" wide cheery blooms.

Rose, Floribunda 'Drop Dead Red'

Pure, deep red

Mild Tea fragrance

Full sun

4"-6" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

24"-30" wide

So velvety, so intense, just a jaw-droppingly delicious red, especially set against the highly glossed deep green leaves that mirror the flowers. The flowers hold their alluring red color from start to finish. The flowers have a
mild Tea fragrance. Best flower size in cooler temperatures.

Rose, Floribunda 'Easy Does It'

Peach-pink blend

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-4' tall

3'-4' wide

As its name implies, 'Easy Does It' is one of the simplest roses to grow! This breathtaking new creation from the world-famous Harkness family in England abounds in enormous clusters of mango-orange, peach, pink, and
honey yellow blossoms that cover the plant the entire season! The 3 1/2" wide flowers have a moderate fruity fragrance. The petals have a unique, irregular edge, which adds to the appeal! Glossy dark green foliage. As
the only AARS winner in the 2010 trials, this beauty is a proven performer across the country, in a variety of climates and conditions.

Rose, Floribunda 'Easy Going'
KSU Easy Care Rose

Golden peachy yellow

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

4"-4 1/2" wide blooms

SP-F
3'-4' tall

3'-4' wide

If you thought life was good when 'Livin' Easy' came along, you'll need to buy an extra hammock to deal with 'Easy Going'. It's just like "mom" in every way, except color... same glossy green foliage, same great flower power,
same busy habit, same great disease resistance. But, with brighter green foliage and a delectable peachy golden yellow color that holds to the very end. Scrumptious! Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Floribunda 'Ebb Tide'

Smoky deep plum-purple

Strong spicy clove fragrance

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

SP-F
30" tall

30" wide

Dusky deep purple buds swirl open to very double, 3 1/2" wide, old-fashioned flowers of velvety plum, washed with a haze of sultry smoke. The intense spicy clove fragrance will nearly bowl you over!

Rose, Floribunda 'Fired Up' own root

Striped yellow & bright orange,
finishing blood orange

No noticeable fragrance

Full sun

2"-3" wide blooms

LSP-F
5' tall

3' wide

Very unique and striking color. The color does not fade in the heat or when finishing, and it reblooms well. Very good tolerance to rust and mildews.

Rose, Floribunda 'Judy Garland'

Chrome yellow blushing to hot
orange and scarlet

Strong apple and rose fragrance

Full sun

2 1/2"-3" wide blooms

LSP-SU
4'-5' tall

3'-3 1/2' wide

No need to look 'over the rainbow' when you can have this sweetly fragrant (strong apple and rose) rainbow in your own garden. A seemingly endless, dazzling display of clusters of 2 1/2" to 3" wide multicolored flowers of
chrome yellow blushing to hot orange and scarlet. Glossy green leaves clothe the bushy, prolific blooming plants. The blush color can burn in strong stem.

Rose, Floribunda 'Julia Child' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Buttery golden yellow

Strong, sweet licorice and spice fragrance

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

3 1/2' tall

SP-F
3' wide

3 1/2" buttery golden yellow flowers have a strong, sweet licorice and spice fragrance. Rounded, bushy, highly disease-resistant plants with super glossy green foliage. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".
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Rose, Floribunda 'Jump for Joy'

Peachy pink

Mild apple fragrance

Full sun

Up to 4" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-4' tall

2'-3' wide

Lusciously, lovely, delectable peachy-pink color. A sister seedling of 'Sparkle and Shine'. Large, showy clusters, long-lived lowers, with lovely color, round bushy super-flowerful habit, glossy green leaves and consistent dark
red new growth.

Rose, Floribunda 'Ketchup & Mustard'

Ketchup red and mustard yellow Mild fruity fragrance
Full sun

3 3/4" wide blooms

LSP-SU
3'-4' tall

3'-4' wide

Certain to become a condimental favorite.... slap a layer of the brightest red onto a backside of darkest yellow and set it atop the greenest, glossiest leaves. The 3 3/4" wide flowers hold on to their attention-getting tones to
the very end... dropping from the well-behaved rounded plant just in time to welcome the next round of abundant blooms. The flowers have a mild fruity fragrance. Has its best flower size in cooler conditions. Bold and
beautiful!

Rose, Floribunda 'Lava Flow'

Near black-red

Light fragrance

Full sun

2"-2 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-5' tall

2'-4' wide

Large glowing clusters of deep velvety red seem to continually 'erupt' from a blanket of glossy green leaves creating a display that will warm your heart. Very long-lived ruffled flowers atop a well-behaved upright plant. A
proven consistent performer.

Rose, Floribunda 'Livin' Easy' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Apricot-orange

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

ESU-F
30"-36" tall

3' wide

The glossy green, black spot-resistant leaves are covered with scrumptious apricot-orange flowers that have a moderate fruity fragrance. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Floribunda 'Love Song'

Clear lavender

Mild citrus fragrance

Full sun

5" wide blooms

LSP-EF
3'-4' tall

3' wide

One look at these captivating clusters and you might burst into song! The long-lasting lavender blooms of old-fashioned, full and ruffled form are produced in abundance, nearly hiding the rich green leaves of the rounded
plants. The bounteous blooms hold their enchanting color well, never turning to tones of somber gray. Though cooler temperatures may bring out the largest flowers (up to 5" wide), there are still plenty of other reasons to
bring home this alluring beauty.

Rose, Floribunda 'Marmalade Skies'

Brilliant tangerine

Slight fragrance

Full sun

2 1/2"-3" wide blooms

LSP-EF
4' tall

2'-3' wide

Brilliant tangerine orange blooms cover this compact, everblooming, neat plant. 'Marmalade Skies' is ideal for low borders, or as a specimen in any landscape. The clusters of 2 1/2" to 3" wide blooms make a perfect one
stemmed bouquet. Big classic clusters lend this winner to the landscape. The clear red-toned orange color lasts well throughout the life of the flower. Despite its airy name, you won't need to look skyward to see the
abundance of clean medium green leaves. Vigorous and easy to grow.

Rose, Floribunda 'Oh My!'

Deep velvet red

Mild fragrance

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-EF
4'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

For a lot of people, there's just no other color that says 'rose' than a velvety red. This is the red that Americans love- deep enough, velvety enough, bright enough, long-lasting enough- its just right. Better yet, that color
comes in great clusters of ruffled, 3 1/2" wide blooms that really "pop" against the glossy, reddish green foliage with good disease resistance. The upright, bushy plants are grand enough to stand alone, but are also perfect
for bold, flowering hedges or showy mass plantings. Cooler temperatures bring out the best flower form, but who needs form when you have that fantastic color?

Rose, Floribunda 'Orchid Romance'

Medium to dark pink with
undertones of lavender

Strong citrus fragrance

NEW

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

ESU-EF
4 12' tall

3' wide

From the breeder of the ever-popular Knock Out Roses comes this vigorous Floribunda that produces 3 1/2" wide, powerfully fragrant, double flowers! Pass by this rose on a good day, and its strong citrus fragrance will take
you somewhere special! The color ranges from medium to dark pink with undertones of lavender. Has semi-glossy, dark green foliage, that has excellent disease resistance. Sure to outperform other roses of its class with
minimum care required.
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Rose, Floribunda 'Shockwave'

Neon yellow

Mild fragrance

Full sun

2 1/2"-3" wide blooms

ESU-F
30"-36" tall

3' wide

Intensely yellow flowers atop bright, super glossy apple green leaves- an eye-blinking combination! The pure neon yellow flowers keep their searing yellow tones to the very end and have a mild fragrance.

Rose, Floribunda 'Sparkle & Shine' own root

Sparkling clear yellow

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

3"-4" wide blooms

LSP-EF
4' tall

3' wide

Every so often, it's time to update a classic. Take the award winning 'Sun Flare', turn the color up a few notches, add improved disease resistance, and you get 'Sparkle & Shine'. These glistening yellow blooms shine like
droplets of sun are living "bling" for the landscape. Abundant clusters of flashy, bright yellow, gently ruffled, 3" to 4" wide blooms emit a pleasant moderate fruity fragrance and hold their vibrant color until the very end.
Rounded, bushy plants complete the package with handsome dark red new growth and extremely glossy green leaves with excellent disease resistance.

Rose, Floribunda 'Sunsprite'
KSU Easy Care Rose

Deep yellow

Strong sweet licorice fragrance

Full sun

3" wide blooms

SP-F
3'-4' tall

18"-24" wide

Amongst the world's top then roses, this is the only yellow... and for good reason. It has deep, lasting yellow color, strong, super sweet licorice fragrance, lots of glossy bright green leaves, an attractive bushy plant, and good
disease resistance. Not a bad combination!! There always seems to be some color on this great rose!

Rose, Floribunda 'Trumpeter'

Brilliant scarlet-orange

Mild fragrance

Full sun

2 3/4" wide blooms

LSP-EF
2'-3' tall

2' wide

If you're looking for a bright red landscape addition, let this low-care rose-musician blow its horn. The brilliant scarlet-orange colors of the long-lasting, 2 3/4" wide ruffled blossoms blare out against the disease-resistant
glossy green foliage. Naturally compact and bushy.

Rose, Floribunda 'Tuscan Sun'

Deep apricot-orange

Light, spicy fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

ESU-F
3 1/2' - 4' tall

3' wide

The rich apricot buds of this exceptional rose open fully to high-centered, bronze-blushed apricot blooms, finishing in an unusual coppery pink. Blossoming in generous clusters on long, sturdy stems, these enduring spicy
scented beauties are dazzling in bouquets. Upright, well-branched habit, glossy dark green foliage, and excellent disease resistance.

Rose, Floribunda 'Vavoom'

Orange-juice orange

Moderate spicy fragrance

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

ESU-MF
4' tall

3' wide

Its bright orange juice tones might make your eyes pucker, their so bright! But, its sweet treat of glowing color lasts to the very end of every long-lived blossom. Put that gleaming orange against its deep mahogany new
growth and glossy green leaves and you have a winner! The 3 1/2" flowers have a moderate spicy fragrance.

Rose, Floribunda 'White Licorice'

Lemon cream

Strong licorice and lemon blossom fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

3'-4' tall

SP-F
3'-4' wide

Don't let the pastel hues fool you. This quiet color packs a powerful punch of unparalleled perfume... a strong, sweet licorice and lemon blossom aroma that will make you tingle with delight. A bouquet-making machine-ofa-plant with wonderfully formed buds that open into big wavy wonders set atop sturdy stems clothed with dark green leaves. Bushy and beautifully branched, the plant looks as good in the garden as the flowers do in a
vase. The blooms will be more yellow in cool temperatures and more white in warm temperatures.

Rose, Flower Carpet 'Pink Supreme'

Pink and white

No fragrance

Full sun

2”-2¼” wide blooms

LSP-F
2’-3’ tall

3’ wide

Lovely semi-double bubble gum pink blooms are tinged with white; very long flowering; has a slightly larger bloom and a slightly more compact habit than the ‘Pink’ variety; grown on its own root.
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Rose, Flower Carpet 'Red'

Red

No fragrance

Full sun

2” wide blooms

LSP-LF
2’-3’ tall

3’ wide

Deep red semi-double blooms all summer long and into fall! A favorite in the display gardens here at the greenhouse; grown on its own root.

Rose, Groundcover 'Apricot Drift' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Apricot-pink

None to mild fragrance

Part to full sun

3/4" wide blooms

LSP-F
18" tall

30" wide

Exhibits a true groundcover habit. 3/4" wide double apricot colored flowers begin in spring and display a season-long show of color. Prolific, continuous season-long bloom, just like the others in the 'Drift' series. Glossy,
dark green foliage. It is just as tough and disease-resistant as others in the 'Drift' series. Best suited for small gardens or along paths and walkways. None to mild fragrance.

Rose, Groundcover 'Coral Drift' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Deep coral-orange

No fragrance

Part to full sun

1 1/2" wide blooms

SP-F
18" tall

3' wide

A cross between full-size groundcover roses and miniature roses. 1 1/2" wide deep coral-orange flowers bloom from spring to frost. Rounded, bushy plants with glossy, dark green, healthy foliage. Disease-resistant plants.
Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Groundcover 'Popcorn Drift' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Yellow to creamy white

No noticeable fragrance

Full sun

3/4" wide blooms

LSP-EF
18"-24" tall

2' wide

Popcorn Drift is a mutation of the popular Peach Drift and represents a new color in the series. Beautiful 3/4" wide double flowers. The color starts out yellow and fades to cream white, sometimes suffused with light pink.
The overall impression is yellow and cream; reminiscent of buttery popcorn.

Rose, Groundcover 'Rainbow Happy Trails' own root

Golden yellow and pink

Fruity fragrance

NEW

Full sun

2 1/2" wide blooms

SP-EF
4" tall

3' wide

Drenched with color from spring through frost, this true groundcover rose grows low and spreads fast! More than 10 years in development, the vigorous plant grows only 4" high, and spreads quickly to blanket the ground
with dark green, glossy foliage and vibrant color. The season-long spectacle is nonstop: medium-sized clusters of 2 1/2" wide, fully double blooms repeat quickly, right through fall. Showy, cupped flowers are radiant golden
yellow, each petal generously rimmed with a rosy pink color that remains bright until the petals drop. Use to decorate the front of borders or edge a pathway with eye-catching color, and let them trail from planters on the
patio where their delightful fruity fragrance can be fully appreciated!

Rose, Groundcover 'Red Drift' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Dark red

No fragrance

Part to full sun

1/2" wide blooms

SP-F
12"-15" tall

2'-3' wide

A cross between full-size groundcover roses and miniature roses. Very small (1/2" wide) dark red flowers with occasional white streaks bloom from spring to frost. Rounded, extremely bushy plants with glossy, dark green,
healthy foliage. The smallest grower in the series. Disease-resistant plants. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Groundcover 'Red Ribbons'

Bright crimson

Light sweet fragrance

Full sun

3"-3 1/2" wide blooms

ESU-F
2 1/4' tall

4' wide

Striking bright crimson flowers with showy yellow stamens are set in clusters amid glossy, dark green foliage. Attractive, symmetrically mounded plants bloom repeatedly. The flowers have a light sweet fragrance.

Rose, Groundcover 'Sunshine Happy Trails' own root

Sunny yellow

Subtle fruity fragrance

NEW

Full sun

3" wide blooms

SP-F
4" tall

3'-4' wide

Drenched with color from spring through frost, this true groundcover rose grows low and spreads fast! More than 10 years in development, the vigorous plant grows only 4" high, and spreads quickly to blanket the ground
with dark green, glossy foliage and vibrant color. The season-long spectacle is nonstop: medium-sized clusters of 3" wide, cupped, fully double blooms sunny yellow repeat quickly, right through fall. Use to decorate the
front of borders or edge a pathway with eye-catching color, and let them trail from planters on the patio, an your trails will be happy ones!
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Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Anna's Promise'

Golden and pink

Light Tea Rose fragrance

Full sun

3"-4" wide blooms

SP-F
5'-6' tall

3'-4' wide

The unique color- golden tan with a pink blush and copper reverse, comes from its parent, 'About Face', but the blooms are larger with improved form, too! Bouquets of the 3"-4" wide flowers are perfect for the table, with
a delicious fragrance reminiscent of grapefruit and fresh cut apples. The upright bushes have deep, glossy green foliage with good disease resistance and bloom prolifically throughout the season. The first release in the
Downton Abbey series from Weeks Roses!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Apricots n' Cream

Ivory to light apricot

Slight fragrance

NEW

Full sun

4" wide blooms

LSP-F
5'-5 1/2' tall

3' wide

A vigorous grower with a pastel flower color of ivory to light apricot that contrasts well with the excellent dark green and glossy foliage. Has much better disease resistance than the average Hybrid Tea Rose. Large, 1" ovoid
buds open into lovely 4" wide blossoms which have a slight fragrance. The flowers have excellent Hybrid Tea form which somewhat surprising given that the plant more closely resembles a shrub than a Tea Rose. It will
rebloom in flushes from late spring to fall.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Barbra Streisand'

Rich lavender blushing darker

Strong, sweet fragrance

Full sun

4 1/2" wide blooms

SP-F
3'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

This impressive rose shares star qualities with the dynamic woman for whom it is named. The striking foliage and healthy habit of this rose command a dramatic stage presence, but it is the masses of deep lavender buds
gradually opening into layers of lavender tones that will turn all eyes. The petals on the 4 1/2" wide blooms blush darker at the edges. It will only take one big shapely bloom to nearly overpower you with its strong, sweet
fragrance.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Big Momma'

Medium pink turning lighter
towards the base of the petal

Strong roses and fruit fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

LSP-SU
5 1/2' tall

4' wide

'Big Momma' is a big, 4" wide, pink, very fragrant hybrid tea rose. It makes a nice cutting rose and has performed well on its own root trials. It has a high petal count and strong scent of roses and fruit.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Black Baccara'

Blackish red

Very slight fragrance

Full sun

3"-4" wide blooms

ESU-EF
4'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

This spectacular blackish red Hybrid Tea is darker than any of the other "black" roses on the market so far. Originally bred for the florist trade, it produces a well-formed and long-lasting cutflower, with dramatic black-tinged
burgundy-red petals boasting the texture of luxurious velvet. Gardeners who have grown this rose report that it has impressive disease resistance and vigor, and that the blooms increase in size as the plant matures. The 3"
to 4" wide flowers last up to 2 weeks in a vase. The flowers have slight to no fragrance. Semi-glossy dark green foliage lines the long stems. Enjoy flushes of these beauties from early summer to early fall.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Ch-Ching'

Clear, glowing yellow

Strong, sweet spice and fruit fragrance

Full sun

4 1/2"-5" wide blooms

4'-6' tall

LSP-F
3'-4' wide

You've hit the jackpot with this grandiflora rose! Super vigorous, bushy, clean plants flower like a weed and smell up a storm! The flower color is a clear, long-lasting, glowing yellow. The blossoms have a strong, sweet spice
and fruit fragrance! Very deep red new shoots and dark green leaves set off the many showy clusters of blossoms!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Cherry Parfait' own
root

Vermillion, cream, and light
yellow

Light, sweet fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

A rose with a truly outstanding color and a nice rounded habit. Deliciously different coloring makes this winner a garden delight! Generous sprays of cream and yellow-colored blooms broadly edged in bright vermillion red
hold their tantalizing color throughout the summer heat. The overall color is overwhelmingly red! This Grandiflora is always in bloom so it will be attractive all season long. The dense, glossy, dark green foliage makes a
striking contrast to the light, sweetly fragrant, bicolor flowers.
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Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Chrysler Imperial'

Dark velvety red

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

SP-F
3'-5' tall

2'-4' wide

This timeless classic is a perfect example of what a hybrid tea rose should be! Lovely, long pointed buds open to globular flowers of dark velvety red with a powerful rich rose fragrance. The 4" to 5" wide blooms have a
strong citrus scent. Nicely shaped plants with semi-glossy foliage.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Coretta Scott King'

White and coral-orange

Medium tea & spice fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

SP-F
3'-5' tall

2'-3' wide

This graceful beauty is a delectable treat for the eyes. Reminiscent of a creamsicle treat, long, pointed buds spiral open to reveal creamy white blooms blushed with tropical tones of coral-orange. The upright bushy plants
hold the long-lasting clusters of double blooms high, for all to see, in a continuous display of color of flower power. Her 'wrapper' of deep green is endowed with good disease resistance ensuring it stays clean and attractive
all season long.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Dark Night'

Dark velvety red, black red

Very slight fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

LSP-SU
5'- 5 1/2' tall

3-4' wide

'Dark Night's unique color and exhibition quality blooms will have rose aficionados clamoring for this distinctive rose. You don't have to be a rose expert to grow 'Dark Night', though, as it has natural toughness, above
average disease resistance, and the ability to produce an abundance of blooms in all kinds of conditions. Its unique color is a dark, velvety red finishing black-red on the inside with a reverse of light yellow suffused with red.
The large buds are high-centered, unfurling to form cup-like, 4" wide blooms. The foliage is dark green and very glossy. If you're on the lookout for something different, give this rose a try!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Dee-lish'

Deep pink

Very strong fragrance of verbena & citrus fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

6 1/2' tall

LSP-F
3' wide

A tall Hybrid Tea rose with an old fashioned flower and a very strong fragrance. Large deep pink non-fading bloom. Excellent cutflower A multiple award winner in Europe for disease resistance and aesthetics, and one of
the first hybrid tea roses to win the prestigious ADR contest in Germany. Very dark buds spiral open to reveal old-fashioned, cupped and quartered blooms in exuberant shades of non-fading deep pink. Grown on own root.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Double Delight'

Cream and crimson

Strong spicy-sweet fragrance

Full sun

5 1/2" wide blooms

ESU-F
3’-4’ tall

3’-4’ wide

Large, unique blooms have creamy white petals widely edged in crimson.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Dream Come True'

Yellow to ruby

Mild tea rose fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

A 2008 AARS winner, awarded for its stunning color play and healthy, vigorous grandiflora bush. The flawless double flowers put on a spectacular show as they open a clear yellow with ravishing ruby red edges. Up to 40
petals pack each huge, lusciously colored blooms atop tall, strong stems. Ideal for long-lasting bouquets. Flowers appear generously all season on large, upright, exceptionally disease-resistant plants.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Falling In Love

Warm pink and cream

Strong rose and fruit fragrance

Full sun

5"-7" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

Big, classically-formed, fragrant flowers of warm pink with creamy white reverses. Each long-lived, lovely blossom is regally carried atop sturdy stems, just waiting to be cut and enjoyed... or maybe just admired in the garden
on the bushy, attractive plants with light green foliage. The flowers have a strong rose and fruit fragrance.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Firefighter'

Dusky velvet red

Intense Old Rose; Strong, sweet, fruity, musk, raspberry fragrance

Full sun

4 1/2" wide blooms

5'-6' tall

LSP-F

3'-4' wide

A big, super-fragrant, long-stemmed, rich red Hybrid Tea is the epitome of the classic rose in many people's minds. That's why there could be no better choice for the first sponsorship rose of the 'Remember Me' garden
fund. Each plant sold will contribute toward the fund's effort to honor the victims of 9-11. You'll love the vigorous, bushy plant that provides armloads of buxom blossoms. Lots of clean green leaves keep it looking good in
the garden, too. Cooler temperatures give the best red color.
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Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Fragrant Cloud'

Bright coral-red

Strong sweet, spice, and old rose fragrance

Full sun

5" wide blooms

3'-4' tall

LSP-F
3'-4' wide

This rose is known for a perfume so luxurious that a single flower can scent a room; the heady delicious perfume is sometimes clove, often spicy, definitely sweet, and mostly old rose; clusters of vibrant, high-centered coralred blossoms cover the plant right through the hottest days of summer.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Fragrant Plum'

Lavender-purple

Strong fruity fragrance

Full sun

4½” wide blooms

ESU-F
4’-6’ tall

3’-4’ wide

Very long elegant buds open to lavender flowers which blush to purple at the edges; the bloom color brightens with some heat; long stems are great for cutting.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Francis Meilland'

Shell pink, turning white as
flower ages

Strong, fruity and citrusy fragrance

Full sun

5" wide blooms

LSP-SU
6-6 1/2' tall

3' wide

This tall Hybrid Tea rose has very large, 5" wide blooms with good exhibition form and strong fragrance. Created by Francis Meilland's own daughter, Michou, it is only fitting that this new rose bears the name of the
legendary breeder of the 'Peace' Rose. A multiple award winner in Europe for its disease resistance as well as aesthetics. The shell pink color will appear early in the season turning white with age. The blooms will be white
most of the year. It is one of the first Hybrid Tea roses to win the prestigious ADR contest in Germany, where they are observed for two years with no spraying for diseases. AARS winner!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Gold Struck'

Golden yellow

No noticeable fragrance

NEW

Full sun

4" wide blooms

LSP-F
5 1/2' tall

4' wide

We've struck gold with this one! This gorgeous yellow blooming rose is highly disease resistant with excellent vigor. It flowers continuously and copiously throughout the season and is fabulous in a container or in the
landscape. The golden yellow color sometimes becomes suffused with orange, and contrasts well with the dark green foliage. The petals are beautifully rounded and flare out to about 4" in diameter when fully open. The
flowers have no noticeable fragrance.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Good as Gold'

Deep golden, orange-yellow,
finished with a kiss of red

Grapefruit & citrus fragrance

Full sun

Up to 5" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-6' tall

3'-4' wide

Some might say "orange", some "gold", some "amber", or maybe its "double dipped yellow". Guaranteed to be bold and beautiful, especially with a kiss of red on the finish. This handsome, bushy bouquet machine will fill
your garden with loads of long-stemmed lovelies clothed with a clear gown of rich green.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Grande Dame'

Saturated rose-pink

Intense old rose fragrance

Full sun

5"-6" wide blooms

LSP-F
5'-6' tall

3'-5' wide

Everything old is new again... or is it the other way around? Here's a clean mean flowering machine whose big, bountiful beauties reek with old rose romance, style, and fragrance. Each lovely blossom invites you to bury
your nose... to swoon from the perfume of the 'old time' roses of your dreams A big, vigorous 'shrubby' bush whose nodding flower clusters, abundant deep green leaves and low-thorned cutting stems provide a perfect
touch to a landscape or bouquet.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Happy Go Lucky'

Pure even yellow

Moderate fruity & tea fragrance

Full sun

Up to 6" (5"-6") wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-5' tall

3' wide

BIG fragrant and full old-fashioned blossoms. All the charm of an English rose, but born on this side of the pond. Easily beats the disease resistance of an English variety hands down. Vigorous bushy plant blooms profusely
well into the summer!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Honey Nectar'

Bright orange to apricot

No noticeable fragrance

NEW

Full sun

3 1/2" wide blooms

ESU-EF
5'-6' tall

4' wide

From the breeder of the Knock Out roses comes this super-clean grandiflora! The 3 1/2" wide flowers are a wonderful bright orange to apricot color, complimented by the very dark green and glossy foliage. The flowers
have no noticeable fragrance. The foliage remains exceptionally clean even under though, hot, and humid conditions. Extremely black spot resistant.
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Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Honor'

Clear white

Light Tea Rose fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

SP-F
4'-5 1/2' tall

3'-4' wide

Lots of huge, well-formed clear white blooms are carried on tall stems atop the vigorous plants. Graceful long, pointed buds open to delicate, large white roses with a light Tea Rpse fragrance. Large, dark green leaves and
bronzy red new growth are very disease resistance.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Lasting Love'

Dusky red and dark pink blend

Rich pure rose fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

3' wide

Big showy blooms of blended dusky red and dark pink glimmer against foliage so gloriously glossy it almost looks artificial. Burgundy red new adds to the show. The flowers have a rich, pure rose fragrance, which is stronger
than the fragrance of most red hybrid tea roses.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Legends'

Ruby red

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
3' tall

3'-4' wide

Monstrous buds and huge blossoms of rich ruby red hold their durable brilliance from beginning to end. The immense petals (just one can cover a child's palm) lend a classical Hybrid Tea bud shape, slowly spiraling open to a
ruffled whopper of a show-stopper! The unusual red-green leaves enrobe the long cutting stems. The flowers have a moderate fruity fragrance. Chosen by Oprah Winfrey to pay tribute to the wonderful women honored
during Oprah's Legends weekend.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Melody Parfumee'

Deep plum buds open to
lavender and soften to silver

Heavy old rose fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
5' tall

4' wide

The spice-edged sweetness of this grandiflora is so tantalizing the French bottled it. Prolific clusters of classic bud form, high centers of deep plum colored buds unfurl to richly purple blossoms softening to lavender chiffon.
Disease resistant foliage.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Midas Touch'

Bright neon yellow

Moderate fruity fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

SP-F
4'-5' tall

3' wide

WOWable yellow color- just one dazzling flower can draw a crowd and tempt the most finicky non-rosarian. The large flowers are resilient to all types of weather- and hold that neon yellow color to the very sweet end. The
flowers have a moderate fruity fragrance. Glossy dark green foliage. Best flower size in cool weather.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Miss Congeniality'

White and pink

Moderate pear and spice fragrance

NEW

Full sun

2"-3" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

After 14 years of research, the experts at Weeks Roses got this one just right! This crown-worthy beauty is definitely one of the most charismatic and inspirational of the bunch. It deserves to be awarded for its pleasant
personality and good looks. Perfectly shaped buds cover the extremely disease resistant bushes. 2" to 3" wide blossoms of pure white are kissed with vivid pink at the edges, and the large glossy leaves fend off disease with
ease.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Mister Lincoln'

Deep red

Strong, rich melon fragrance

ESU-F

Full sun

4”-6” wide blooms

Pink and white

Strong Tea with hints of cedar wood and vanilla fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

4’-5’ tall

3’-4’ wide

Lovely long-lasting buds and large velvety blooms of glowing red.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Neil Diamond'

4 1/2'-5 1/2' tall

SP-F

3'-4' wide

Showstopping color is the star of this rose! Each stunning bloom has a unique speckled and striped pattern of varying "Cherry, Cherry" hues- from dark raspberry to blush white. Flowers are borne on long stems, perfect for
cutting. Adding to its charm is a classic and intensely sweet rose fragrance. Resistant to powdery mildew and rust!
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Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Neptune'

Rich lavender kissed purple

Strong sweet rose fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

3' wide

Large blossoms of luscious lavender tinged with just a touch of purple at the petal edges. The abundant blooms have a powerful sweet rose fragrance.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Oregold'

Deep yellow-gold

Grapefruit and fresh cut apples fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

5' tall

SP-F
4' wide

Whether it's named for the metal or the beautiful state of Oregon, is hard to say. The lasting deep yellow color of the big pointed buds and large, finely formed flowers is certainly a beauty to behold. A tinge of saffron on
large, rich yellow blooms enhances the cheery appearance of this delicately scented rose with a light fruity fragrance. The glossy polished dark green leaves make the blooms sparkle all the more.

Yellow and pink

Sweet fragrance

Full sun

5”-6” wide blooms

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Pretty Lady Rose'

Rich rose-pink

Sweet peony fragrance

NEW

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Peace'

ESU-F
4’ tall

3’-4’ wide

Warm yellow blooms are suffused with sweet candied pink.

LSP-F
3'-4' tall

3' wide

Filled with up to 60 petals in the old-fashioned English rose style, these big, big flowers retain their large size even in summer's heat! The huge 4" to 5" wide blooms are sweetly fragrant with hints of peony-like spices, and
with non-fading rich rose-pink color. They cover a dense, compact bush with glossy, medium green foliage. Excellent disease resistance! Named for Lady Rose Mac Clare, on the beloved Downton Abbey TV series.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Queen Mary 2' own
root

Pure white

Strong sweet rose and banana fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

3'-5' tall

LSP-SU
4' wide

High centered buds combine with the distinctive strong fragrance of sweet rose and banana. 4" wide pure white blooms. Semi-glossy, dark green foliage on semi-upright plants. With excellent disease resistance and winter
hardiness, it will make a wonderful addition to the landscape. Named after the largest, longest, and tallest passenger ship ever built.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Radiant Perfume'

Deep yellow

Strong citrus fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
5' tall

2'-3' wide

Possibly the most fragrant yellow rose! A delicious lemony fragrance is just one of its many charms. Add sparkling golden flowers, graceful form, and long stems, and you have a stunning rose for the garden and for
bouquets!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Rio Samba'

Yellow and orange

Light fragrance

Full sun

5” wide blooms

ESU-F
4’-5’ tall

3’-4’ wide

Bright yellow blooms with a distinct edging of orange; excellent for cutting.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Rock & Roll'

Burgundy and cream

Strong rose and fruit fragrance

Full sun

3 1/2"-4" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

Big creamy buds set the "beat" for what's to become a rockin' show of colors. Each petal unfurls to reveal a different pattern of striped and splashed burgundy, red, and ivory. The strong rose and fruit fragrance is
unbelievable as well!
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Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Smokin' Hot'

Fiery red and purple

Spicy fragrance

NEW

Full sun

4" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

The young foliage of this vigorous, uniform plant emerges burgundy and glossy, maturing to a deep lustrous green with hints of red remaining at the edges. Fiery red blossoms overlaid with purple smoke and a white reverse
radiate hot summer color! The bloom color is even more smoky in the cooler temps of spring and fall. The buds open to 4" wide blossoms that reveal a beautiful spiral arrangement of petals and a spicy fragrance. Produces
copious amounts of the novel blooms- enough to enjoy in the garden as well as fresh cut!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'St Patrick'

Golden yellow

Slight fragrance

ESU-F

Full sun

5” wide blooms

Deep gold with orange-pink

Strong sweet spice and fruit fragrance

Full sun

4 1/2"-5" wide blooms

4’ tall

3’-4’ wide

Golden yellow blooms are tinged green; loves the heat!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Strike it Rich'

5'-6' tall

ESU-MF
3' wide

Spicy fragrance, loads of blooms, and super-long elegant buds of gold polished with rosy orange-pink. Ruby-swirled orange-gold 4 1/2" to 5" blooms spiral open from classically long buds poised on reddish stems. The longlasting sparkling yellow-orange tones are rich and opulent. A great performer in the landscape- naturally disease resistant and good, strong vigor. Very dark green leaves and the unusual red stems set off the many showy
clusters of blossoms. The flowers have a strong sweet spice and fruit fragrance.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Sugar Moon'

Pure white

Intense sweet citrus and rose fragrance

Full sun

5" wide blooms

4'-5' tall

LSP-SU
4' wide

White roses exude elegance, but not many of them have fragrance. This one does, though with its intense sweet citrus and rose perfume! Big pointed buds spiral open to show off broad petals of the purest white you can
imagine on the 5" wide blooms. Black-green leaves make the pure white flowers pop! Good rebloom, natural vigor, and long cutting stems make this a perfect addition to your garden!

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'Twilight Zone'

Deep velvety purple

Strong clove, spice, and citrus fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

4'-6' tall

LSP-SU
3'-4' wide

Take the amethyst purple color and powerful perfume of 'Ebb Tide', but take it into a different dimension with a bigger flower and stronger plant. Clusters of deep, velvety, 4"-5" wide blooms, overlaid with a whisp of smoke,
spiral open in old-fashioned, very double form and infuse the air with their intense fragrance of clove, spice, and lemony citrus blossom. The rounded bushes have a slightly spreading habit. The deep green, semi-glossy
foliage complements the extraordinary flower color. Its good disease resistance, sultry color, and alluring fragrance ensure this is one rose you won't want to miss.

Rose, Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora 'World War II
Memorial'

Lavender-gray

Strong sweet fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

2'-3' wide

Named after the memorial honoring the Greatest Generation. Like members of this generation, the gray color does not hide the toughness of this high-centered Hybrid Tea. Wonderfully fragrant (strong and sweet) and
perfect for cutting. Semi-glossy green foliage.

Rose, Miniature 'Cutie Pie' own root

Peachy yellow and pink

Mild fruity fragrance

NEW

Full sun

3" wide blooms

LSP-F
1'-2' tall

1'-2' wide

The blossoms of this compact rounded plant appear on long sturdy stems and are quite large for its type, making it perfect for cutting, just like a mini Hybrid Tea. The high-centered buds are yellow with a pink overlay and
unfurl to reveal 3" blooms of peachy yellow blushed with light pink that becomes darker toward the petal edges. Blooms have a mild fruity fragrance and bloom in flushes from late spring to fall. Cute-as-a-button plants are
perfect for landscapes with limited space, container plantings, or at the edge of the rose garden.

Rose, Miniature 'Lemon Drop' own root

Lemonade yellow

Light fruity fragrance

Full sun

2 1/4" wide blooms

LSP-SU
16"-20" tall

12"-16" wide

This sweet piece of lemony eye-candy is loaded with old-fashioned formed flowers of bright lemonade yellow, lots of bright green clean leaves, long-lasting color, good vigor, and attractive habit, The 2 1/4" wide, clear
blossoms have a light fruity fragrance and come in showy clusters.
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Rose
Rose, Miniature 'Ruby Ruby' own root

Cherry red

Mild fragrance

Full sun

1 1/2"-2" wide blooms

LSP-F
12"-18" tall

18" wide

Perfectly pointed cherry red buds open to big clusters of fully double flowers that hold their ruby color to the very finish. The flowers have a mild fragrance.

Rose, Miniature 'Smoke Rings' own root

Melon orange and smoky purple Slight fragrance
Full sun

1 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
12"-18" tall

1'-2' wide

There's no other mini rose with a color like this. Shapely little buds start off a warm melon orange-yellow color set against a mound of clean, lush, deep green leaves. As the buds swirl open, a most surprising hue of smoky
purple begins to blush at the edge of each petal, lending a mysterious effect of range 'ringed' with smoke.

Rose, Rugosa 'Hansa' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose & Prairie Bloom

Deep fuchsia to vibrant reddish
violet

Strong clove fragrance

Full sun

3"-3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

4' wide

Deep fuchsia to vibrant reddish violet flowers have a strong clove fragrance. Blooms repeatedly throughout the season and has wonderful red hips in the fall. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Rugosa 'Linda Campbell' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Velvety bright red

Slight fragrance

Full sun

2 1/2"-3" wide blooms

LSP-F
6'-8' tall

4' wide

Large clusters of 2 1/2" to 3" flowers have a strong, velvety, bright red color; very good repeat bloomer; loves the heat; slight fragrance. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Rugosa rugosa 'Alba' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose & Prairie Bloom

Pure white

Slight fragrance

Full sun

3"-3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-6' tall

4'-6' wide

Single, five-petaled, pure white flowers give way to large, edible, decorative hips that turn pink by July and are ripe and deep bright orange by August. Wildlife like to eat the hips. The flowers have a slight fragrance. Blooms
well in the spring, with sporadic rebloom in the summer and fall. Very round, bushy, clean plants are known for their hardiness! Deep green quilted leaves. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose"!

Rose, Shrub 'Bull's Eye' own root

Ivory and cranberry

Sweet fragrance

Full sun

2 1/4"-3" wide blooms

LSP-SU
4'-6' tall

3'-4' wide

As the culmination of over 60 years of hybridizing efforts to cultivate a reblooming rose with an "eye", this rose finally hit the target. An extremely novel cranberry red blotch accents the base of each ivory petal of these
sweetly scented, semi-double, 2 1/4" to 3" wide blooms that keep their unique look until the very end. Blooms in flushes throughout the season. Like the once-blooming species from which it obtained the lovely blotch, this
bushy, upright shrub is filled with abundant, gray-green leaves, loves to grow, and may require some pruning in order to keep it tamed. Superb black spot resistance!

Rose, Shrub 'Carefree Celebration' own root

Rich orange

Slight fragrance

Full sun

2"-2 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
4 1/2' tall

4 1/2' wide

This large shrub from the breeder of The Knock Out Roses shares the same superior disease resistance and flower power that are the trade signatures of Bill Radler's new creations. Unique, rich orange, cup-like, semi-double
flowers have even stronger color in hot, humid climates! Very good disease resistant, matte-finish medium green foliage.

Rose, Shrub 'Double Knock Out' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose & Prairie Bloom

Deep cerise to cherry red

Light tea rose, slightly spice fragrance

Part to full sun

2 1/2" wide blooms

3'-4' tall

LSP-F
3'-4' wide

Just like the fabulous and famous ‘Knockout’, but with twice the number of petals! Buds open to deep cerise to cherry red double blooms with 18 to 24 petals each; up to 25 flowers on each branch bloom continually from
late spring to frost; the flowers have a light tea rose, slightly spicy fragrance; deep mossy green foliage with blue and maroon highlights and maroon undersides turns deep, lustrous purple with maroon undertones in the fall;
totally resistant to black spot and tolerant of other rose diseases. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".
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Rose
Rose, Shrub 'Home Run' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose & Prairie Bloom

True red

Slight fragrance

Full sun

2" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-4' tall

30" wide

This rose is a proven All-Star! Absolutely, positively, the best true-red rose with continuous blooms and top level disease resistance! This flame red offspring of the famous 'Knock Out' has unbelievable resistance to both
blackspot and powdery mildew and great resistance to downy mildew. Plus, it's heat tolerant, cold hardy, and requires no deadheading! Rounded, bushy plants showcase numerous single 2" flowers with a slight fragrance.
Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Shrub Icecap own root

Pure white

No fragrance

Full sun

3" wide blooms

SP-F
3'-4' tall

3'-4' wide

This rose sparkles like a dusting of freshly fallen snow in the landscape, giving it a soft-spoken elegance! Its clear, pure white, 3" wide blossoms are produced in dense masses throughout the season and cover the mounding
shrub like a blanket. Excellent repeat blooming and resistance to many common rose diseases such as black spot, mildew, and rust! Use for combination plantings or as a show-stopping hedge. 'Icecap' is the first
introduction created from the combined breeding efforts of Will Radler (breeder of the 'Knock Out' roses) and Meilland International.

Rose, Shrub 'Knock Out' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Fluorescent cherry red to deep
pink

Light, sweet tea-rose fragrance

Part to full sun

3"-3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
3' tall

3’-4’ wide

A rose even a non-rosarian can love!; deep, fluorescent cherry red flowers, to 3 1/2" across, open non-stop on compact, mounded plants; the flowers, which appear in clusters of 3 to 15 blooms, have a light tea rose
fragrance and are set off by the dark green foliage; flowers are more red in cool weather and more deep pink in hot weather; totally black spot resistant!; reportedly not attractive to Japanese beetles; big bright orange hips
in late fall will bring late season birds to your garden; neat, hedge-forming habit. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Shrub 'Midnight Blue' own root

Black velvet purple

Strong, spicy clove fragrance

Full sun

4"-5" wide blooms

LSP-F
2 1/2'-3' tall

3' wide

Deep, velvet black-purple flowers have a spicy clove fragrance. Bright green leaves contrast nicely with the mysteriously colored flowers with the showy yellow stamens. Big clusters of blooms give lots of color.

Rose, Shrub 'Oso Easy Lemon Zest' own root

Sunny canary yellow

No fragrance

Full sun

2" wide blooms

LSP-F
18"-30" tall

18"-36" wide

Brilliant color and excellent disease resistance makes it easy to enjoy. Flowers do not fade to white. Free-flowering, producing lots of buds which open to self-cleaning flowers.

Rose, Shrub 'Oso Easy Mango Salsa' own root

Ruby red to orange

No fragrance

Full sun

2"-2 1/2" wide blooms

SP-F
2'-3' tall

2'-3' wide

Wow! The continuous blooms have an amazing color: shades of ruby red grapefruit, summer sunsets, and those fancy tropical drinks with umbrellas in them. The luscious, 2" to 2 1/2" wide flowers cover the tidy mound of
dark, glossy green foliage from spring to fall!

Rose, Shrub 'Oso Easy Paprika' own root

Reddish orange and yellow

No fragrance

Full sun

2 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
1'-2' tall

4' wide

Spice up your life with this remarkable, low mounded rose with loads of 2 1/2" wide reddish orange single blooms accentuated with a bright yellow eye. The glossy green foliage emerges with attractive hints of red in the
new growth. This rose is 'Oso Easy'... blackspot and mildew resistant!

Rose, Shrub 'Oso Easy Peachy Cream' own root

Peach to cream

No fragrance

Full sun

2 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
1'-3' tall

5' wide

Put a smile on your face because this rose is going to make you happy! This lovely low mounded rose delivers clouds of 2 1/2" wide blooms that emerge peach and transform to cream. The large double flowers are self
cleaning and contrast wonderfully against the glossy dark green foliage. This rose is 'Oso Easy'... blackspot and mildew resistant!
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Rose
Rose, Shrub 'Pink Double Knock Out' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose & Prairie Bloom

Bubblegum pink

Light fragrance

Part to full sun

2 1/2"-3 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
3'-4' tall

3' wide

Bright, double, bubble gum pink flowers are unfazed by the heat. Blooms are continuous through the season. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Shrub 'Pink Home Run' own root

Velvety warm pink

Slight fragrance

NEW

Full sun

2"-2 3/4" wide blooms

KSU Easy Care Rose

LSP-F
2'-3' tall

30" wide

When you got something as good as 'Home Run', it's a great surprise to discover a match. That's the excitement felt when one lone branch on the famous red Shrub had been found to have mutated to produce pink
blossoms! 'Pink Home Run' is identical to the red one in every way except for the flower color.... and that color is soooo sweet! Very heat tolerant, the plants produce 5-petaled blossoms of intense, vivid, rich pink,
appearing from late spring to first frost. She has complete black spot resistance and complete powdery mildew resistance, and a high level of tolerance to downy mildew as well! Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care
Rose".

Rose, Shrub 'Rainbow Knock Out' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Coral-pink and rich yellow

Light fragrance (the buds have a light juniper fragrance)

Part to full sun

2" wide blooms

3' tall

LSP-F

4' wide

Bushy, dark green plants are covered in single coral-pink 2" blooms painted with rich yellow at the base. More compact and floriferous than other 'Knock Out' varieties. The buds have a sweet juniper fragrance. The blooms
will fade some in strong sunlight, so it is best planted in morning sun. Unaffected by black spot. Good resistance to mildew and rust. Sets hips in autumn for a bit of winter color. Hardy to zone 4. 2007 AARS Winner.
Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Shrub 'Sunny Knock Out' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Bright yellow to rich creamy
white

Moderate rose fragrance

Part to full sun

3" wide blooms

LSP-F
4'-5' tall

3'-4' wide

The only fragrant member of the Knock Out Family. Single, 3" wide, slightly fragrant flowers open bright yellow, then quickly mature to rich pastel cream. The yellow pigments hold longer in cooler weather. Semi-glossy,
dark green, disease-resistant foliage. When in full bloom, the contrast between the flowers and foliage delivers a beautiful show. Grows slightly larger than other 'Knock Out' varieties. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy
Care Rose".

Rose, Shrub 'Take it Easy' own root

Red

Light rose fragrance

Full sun

4" wide blooms

SP-F
4'-5' tall

2'-3' wide

'Take It Easy', relax and enjoy life! Its dark green, shiny, and healthy foliage is naturally disease resistant! The foliage is the perfect background to showcase the many clustering buds and 4" wide flowers have a slight Tea
Rose fragrance. This dynamite rose has classic red color, with ideal pointy and very elegant buds. The red coloration doesn't go too pink or blue as the petals are fading away. A touch of lighter pink reverse light up the show
of this blooming machine! Its excellent vigor and the naturally self-maintained habit are other reasons why you can 'Take It Easy'!

Rose, Shrub 'Tequila' own root

Apricot-orange

No fragrance

Full sun

3 1/4" wide blooms

LSP-SU
3'-4' tall

3' wide

'Tequila' is reminiscent of the popular shrub rose 'Sevillana'. It produces a symphony of brightly colored apricot-orange blooms throughout the season. This beautiful plant can be grown as a specimen or, for a stronger effect,
as a hedge. Great for landscaping in hot, dry climates. One of the very few good yellow/orange landscape roses.

Rose, Shrub 'The Fairy' own root
KSU Easy Care Rose

Light pink

Light apple fragrance

Full sun

1 1/2" wide blooms

LSP-F
3' tall

3’-4’ wide

Numerous clusters of double, light pink blooms. Very hardy. Excellent for low borders and as a ground cover. Recommended by K-State as an "Easy Care Rose".

Rose, Shrub 'Thrive!' own root

Fire engine red

No fragrance

Full sun

3" wide blooms

SP-F
4 1/2' tall

3' wide

The lineage continues! 'Thrive' is a new vibrant red landscape shrub rose, a strong and healthy descendant of 'The Knock Out' Rose! Although it is hard to follow in the footsteps of Grandfather Knock Out, this variety holds
its own with hard-to-miss, bright, fire engine red, 3" wide blooms that last all season. Showy yellow stamens set off the dark red petals and the dark green and very glossy foliage. Foliage turns purple in the fall. Resistant to
black spot, rust, and mildew. Use in landscapes, flower gardens, and in mass plantings.
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Rose
Rose, Shrub 'Watercolors Home Run' own root

Pink and yellow

Slight fragrance

NEW

Full sun

3" wide blooms

LSP-F
3' tall

3' wide

Gorgeous clusters of 3" wide single clear pink flowers with strong yellow centers. A shrub in full bloom is ever-changing as flowers develop their full pink coloration. Very disease resistant and self-cleaning petals make this
beauty virtually maintenance free.
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